
 

 

Why We Focus on Collectible Debt Portfolio Yield…  
or How to Double Earnings 

 

Redbank is making an impact in the recovery space by helping its clients increase recoveries 
from their existing accounts through the Collectible Debt Portfolio Yield (CDPY) approach. 

“To collect or not to collect” that is NOT the question.  We know the answer is “to Collect!”  
Where things get messy and the debate starts in earnest is when we ask the pivotal question; 
“How to collect?”  Then the long knives come out and the crowd gets ugly.  The phrase “Always 
certain, often wrong” comes to mind.  In the recovery space there are a lot of opinions.   

Redbank’s strategic perspective views the balance to be collected as a bond portfolio. The goal 
is to increase recoveries from existing accounts through the “Collectible Debt Portfolio Yield” 
(CDPY). The beauty of the CDPY perspective is that we all see it the same way. Everyone – 
issuers, buyers, networks, agencies and attorneys, all see which way is up. 

The problem is not that all the opinions are wrong.  The problem is that they are all right – or 
most are right, just not in every instance or application. We all have experiences in which we had 
a moment of clarity and figured out some process to enhance recoveries.  This bottom up 
approach is what gets us from level one to level two in performance in the early days.  As we 
grow in sophistication and we work with more challenging clients, we must up our game and 
eventually this requires a top down or strategic perspective.  

Collectible Debt Portfolio Yield Changes Things 
Thinking in terms of CDPY immediately changes the perspective.  To manage yield, a business 
must understand the value of the debt.  Once the value of an account (not the market price for 
instance, but the value) is understood, a firm can scientifically test alternative approaches to 
improve the yield on that value.  Over time, the business can eliminate long standing debates and 
analysis paralysis by determining the truth and what is effective in a given set of circumstances.  
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Not just performance of accounts, but also performance of collectors, of clients and whole debt 
tranches and portfolios.  Confidence in these matters enables the business to predict and 
commit for sustainable higher earnings and to manage risks. 

Determine Value 
CDPY management assumes an understanding of the value of the debt.  A business cannot 
manage yield on any investment portfolio if it does not understand the value of the investment.  
Management either locks up with indecision or makes random choices that do not drive recovery 
and earnings. 

This does not have to be rocket science.  In the beginning just about every firm starts thinking 
simply in terms of balance.  If Account Value is set to equal Account Balance, this would be 
about 80% right.  A small account will never be worth more than the balance owed.   

Over time, other factors such as employment, presence of assets, etc. are incorporated and help 
refine the accurate calculation of expected value of an account.  These can get pretty 
sophisticated and several vendors offer information services to advance precision in this. 

Fortunately, a typical business in the recovery space has the law of large numbers working for it.  
There are lots of previously worked accounts to be analyzed and typically, lots of new incoming 
accounts to be tested.  Using regression and other statistical approaches, determining the 
valuation formula specific to any business/client/tranche is doable.  The only caveat here is that 
this CAN be taken too far.  The value of precision here falls off after 3-5 factors are applied, so 
directionally correct provides a lot of value, the 6th digit of precision proportionately less. 

Get Scientific 
Once a firm has a reliable and accepted approach to account value estimation, practically 
everything in the firm can be managed based upon its impact on expected value of an account.  
Process changes, information sources, technology, even talent can be sized up using expected 
value via A/B testing and running experiments.  If there are two workflows being considered, use 
them both on a set of sample accounts with similar expected values.  Assuming a properly 
designed test and a large sample size, say 100 accounts for each alternative, a business can 
reliably predict which alternative performs better. 

New experiments and the time they take to run may not even be required.  Analyzing the history 
of worked accounts and the approaches used on those accounts can serve the same purpose as 
new experiments, if accounts can be clearly identified for placement in one or another sample 
group. 

Resolve Debates 
This approach can resolve long standing debates.  One may be tempted to say “right, that’s 
obvious, just move on.”  However, there is a subtle cultural thing that occurs once a contentious 
issue has been resolved.  People really do move on and get back to work so-to-speak.  They can 
seek value and validation elsewhere and stop debating.  It’s a small thing, but culturally, it can 
be impactful especially at a time when focus is a challenge to maintain and when relations 
between groups within a business are feeling competitive and fractious. 

Predict and Commit 
A business or business owner that can sustain high performance and do it predictably and with 
regularity is a very valuable business indeed.  Blue chip businesses are routinely punished by the 



markets for missing predictable, regular earnings, and the markets are more unforgiving of 
private and small(er) businesses that are not predictable.   

Happily, recovery businesses, due to the typically large numbers of account, can be predictable.  
With a reliable and well-understood account valuation method, collections can be forecasted 
monthly and quarterly enabling management to act when necessary and make adjustments to 
improve forecasted performance. 

Manage Risk 
The Axiant debacle taught everyone – issuers, creditors and collectors alike – a valuable lesson 
about risk management. The failure of Axiant left no one untouched and impaired a massive 
collectible debt portfolio making it all but uncollectible. Just like a bond portfolio, if we are 
seeking to optimize the performance of the collectible debt portfolio, we must understand and 
manage our risk position. Like a bond whose value goes to zero, collectible debt that becomes 
uncollectible has an extreme negative impact on the yield of the portfolio. 

Managing the risk in the collectible debt portfolio means understanding the risks; age, special 
classes, business risks, mis-valuation, impaired media, counter party risk, etc. A business can 
manage collection activity flawlessly, but if a risk event occurs and the balance of an account or 
accounts becomes uncollectible, that really jams up the return on the collectible and the CDPY. 

Risk management does not require a lot of a firm’s resources or capital. In fact, the time and 
money spent on risk mitigation should be small. But it does have to focus on the real risks, and it 
MUST be not only effective but verifiably effective. The business owner cannot trust that all is 
well. 

Net Net 
Collectible Debt Portfolio Yield provides a top-of-the-pyramid metric that can be used to drive 
virtually all aspects of debt collection operations from the top floor to the collections floor from 
the issuer, the buyer, the network and the agency to the attorney. Focusing on it and making it 
visible and manageable to the entire business is the direct route to doubling earnings in the 
shortest time. 

About Redbank 
Redbank Advisors LLC assists clients to grow the value of their business… often on the order of 
doubling earnings.  We focus our clients’ strategy from the top down, increasing drivers of value 
and reducing drag and friction.  With over a century of combined business improvement 
experience, our Advisors bring depth in the key drivers of profitable growth.  Our focus on 
earnings growth, and our point-of-view have earned us invitations to assist first quartile firms in 
manufacturing, travel and leisure, recovery, banking, metals, construction and healthcare supply 
chain. 
 
For more information visit us here: www.redbankadvisors.com.  
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http://www.redbankadvisors.com/
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